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Note: Quotations are not 100% verbatim 
 
Timecode Content 
0:20 The Militia?  He joined in 1988.  Wanted an adventure.  Had no idea it 

existed.  Found Recruiting in the Yellow Pages.   Complicated.  Had to 
actually find it.  Oh, you want the Militia! Went to Griesbach Armoury, 
50 year old lieutenant.  What jumped out was the LER due to their 
parachute role.  Enrolled in March 88. University student.  It was a 
guaranteed summer job. 

2:15 At the time, for a reservist, there was nothing besides parachute 
training and summer training.  Not much emphasis to deploy. They 
were few and far between for Regulars, except for Cyprus.  But 
reservists could deploy there too beginning in 1988, after gateway 
checks for junior ranks (basically corporals).  He learned of three junior 
officer vacancies and sought out how to do this. 

4:20 Work up training?  Summer of 1990 when he heard the rumours.  That 
fall there was an actual call.  The CO, LCol Romses, called for resumes 
and essays about why he wanted to deploy.  He submitted a half-page 
resume, aged 21.  He was 22 when they deployed in Feb 1991.  A paper 
competition.  It was still a hoop. 

6:40 He was confirmed just before Christmas 1990.  Gave notice to his 
professors and reported for training in January 1991 for 30 days of 
work up training. 

7:20 Family reaction?  Very supportive. Mom not quite sure.  She 
remembered early days of WW2 as a young child.  His grandmother 
was stressed out.  His Dad thought it would be a good adventure.  He 
encouraged him to join as an officer, understanding the rank system, 
having grown up in Austria during WW2.  When he deployed to Cyprus, 
he flew his Dad to Cyprus for leave. 

8:45 Expectations?  Didn’t perceive it as particularly dangerous.  Not as 
going to war.  “I’m going to go on an adventure.  Probably the attitude 
of everyone young man.”  Plowing new ground as a young Militia 
officer.   

9:40 Work up training?  They gathered reservists to make sure they were 
skilled, including the C7 which was just then being given to Militia 
units.  But he’d learned it as part of his summer training, never trained 
on the FN C1 rifle.  So what’s to be done with him during weapons 
training?   He asked to spend time in company office to learn how to do 
administration.  None of which he’d learned as a reservist.   
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12:00 The entire battalion was really only doing 30 days of work up training.  
They’d spent the summer on a fall exercise prior to this.  Nominal 
training—no rules of engagement, but UN peacekeeper checklists.  
They viewed it as just another task.  Looking back, it’s a good attitude to 
have because battalions were larger and more robust then and their 
training was much more intense, Cold War.  Brigade level exercises.  
Back then, they happened every year, so their readiness was high.  He 
thinks we had a more effective standing army back then.  The idea of 
doing 90 days of workup training (or more) begs the question of our 
standing army’s readiness in subsequent years. 

14:15 More than half the soldiers in one company were reservists. No reserve 
NCOs.  Three reserve subalterns.  Maybe 80-90 reservists in two 
companies—City and Rural companies.  All the reserves were in Rural 
Company. 

15:00 Reception?  Who are these guys?  Not regarded as well trained.  Junior 
officers were welcoming because he’d trained with them.  But soldiers 
weren’t regarded as trained to same standard.  Reservists had no idea 
about armoured vehicles.  It wasn’t animosity. 

16:10 Expectations?  Had the benefit of meeting people .  “Not a single Cyprus 
story involved anything of a military nature.  Carousing, going to the 
beach instead.”  Probably going to be quiet.  That expectation was met.  
Didn’t know what he was getting into.  Not expecting turmoil, in 
established theatre of operations.  Expected tension between Turks and 
Greeks to be higher. 

17:30 Pressure?  He wanted to deploy as a platoon commander.  Two 
positions, but three reservists vying for them.  Third position was duty 
officer position.  (Not worth skipping school for this).  Work up training 
was competitive in this regard.  He got to command a platoon.  Not sure 
if battalion was thinking in these terms.   

19:10 Day before departure, his contract had to revert from Class B to Class C.  
But it listed him as 2Lt, and he was irate.  Others said they could fix it 
later.  He forced the issue to change it to Lt.  Got him up in front of the 
Adjutant.  That was quite funny.  By that afternoon, a new message was 
cut .  It was all about money.  He had his doubts about whether or not a 
verbal promise would be honoured, given the standard of 
administration he’d experienced before then.   

21:20 First impressions?  Deployed in February.  Arrived in the middle of the 
night.  Supposed to go to Ortona House on outskirts of Nicosia, but 
ended up at Camp Bourget (sp?) instead, so all his prep and planning 
was out the window.  A bit of chaos.  But it worked. Very beautiful Med-
style island, slow lifestyle, like going back in time.  Shepherds, flocks, 
very hot, very cool in evening.   

23:00 Took over from 12 RBC.  His platoon had two camps:  Bourget in 
Louroujina, with Green Zone all around it. Plus a section house further 
down the Green Line near an OP.  Well-established wooden huts, under 
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construction for improvements.  No air conditioning, however.  Others 
had it.  Desperate for it by July.  Kitchen.  Battalion had Unit Medical 
Station detachment (ambulance) with his platoon.  Locals from village 
provided camp staff.  Had a fourth section in Force Reserve Platoon.  
They rotated four sections through FRP.  This allowed them to remain 
in their positions for the duration, which was unusual.   

26:20 Routine?  Cyprus was classical peacekeeping tour.  Two armies party to 
a ceasefire agreement.  Green Zone was essentially the front and no 
man’s land between the opposing factions.  Their job was to monitor 
Green Line and to occasionally inspect their defensive positions. Had a 
series of OPs, rotated troops through them and radioed in any 
observations.  Section commanders did patrol duties.  Very old school.  
Didn’t use technology to do monitoring: binoculars, maps, compasses, 
sketches.  They had a binder of sketches of defensive positions, to 
compare and note discrepancies, such as the addition of new defences 
or weapons. Not allowed to take photos anywhere along the Green 
Zone.   

29:20 Memorable day?  Found fresh digging near an OP.  Looked like 
beginning of a trench or new machine gun position.  Relatively shallow 
and a day or two old.  Section commander flagged this.  Reported it 
higher.  Greeks denied knowledge of this.  Grew intransigent.  Started to 
escalate, more improvements—hole was deeper.  Young and getting 
egged on by the section commander.  Called in Ferret scout cars as 
show of force, “we mean it”. Symbolism.  Eventually Greeks agreed to 
fill in the hole. He later learned from Greek commander was that it 
resulted from a Greek sentry digging a shellscrape to get out of the 
wind one cold night.  He learned: don’t need to escalate everything.  
Take it slowly. 

32:45 They had a fleet of Jeeps/Pajeros made by Mitsubishi, and army only 
allowed limited mileage per month.  To ensure patrolling was 
optimized, but his sector was unusually large.  His subordinates 
realized excess kilometres could be used to send troops to the beach at 
Aiya Napa—the motivation for a detailed patrol plan.  Strict controls 
regarding lateness.  Good way to maintain morale.  No two-beer limit at 
that time.  Had some show up pretty drunk, but ensured they slept it off 
before their next duty.  Those who showed up drunk for duty would be 
charged. 

36:00 Social obligations?  That was the end of an era.  Officers did officer 
things and soldiers did soldier things.  Prescribed obligations for 
officers.  Every Tuesday was a formal mess dinner in mess kit.  Every 
Friday afternoon there was a garden party in “planter’s dress”: white 
short sleeve shirt with a tie and trousers.  Usually at a mess or embassy.  
A social circuit where UN officers were expected.  Like last vestiges of a 
colonial lifestyle.  An issue due to his platoon’s distance in the sticks. 
He’d hitch rides with logistic vehicles to do his job.  Later, his driver 
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would drive him there, taking vehicle out of patrol plan.  Pool parties, 
media personalities, ambassadors, young women.  Typical for a young 
soldier. 
 

38:40 For leave, he flew his father in to Cyprus using the flexible leave policy, 
money available. Stayed in Nicosia hotel, showed him the platoon 
location, along Green Line, that’s how calm it was.  Then into the 
Troodos Mountains in a rental car.  Bottomed out the vehicle, damaged 
the oil pan.  Saw a village and rolled the car to a restaurant.  Family 
holding a reunion there gave them a lift to Nicosia.  Abandoned the 
rental car.  Great experience with Greek Cypriot family. Discussed 
politics, the visceral distrust and the atrocities that happened earlier. 

40:50 Homecoming?  There wasn’t a gradual transition.  It went from all-army 
to all-student in the space of a week.  He returned in August 1991 and 
started his third year at the University of Alberta.  That was pretty 
tough, staying focused.  Disinterested in much of it.  A little cocky.  
Finished the following spring after loading up his course load. 

42:40 Join Regular Force?  It was slow at the time.  Can’t predict the future, so 
didn’t see a career at the time. 

43:10 Cyprus/Bosnia? Eight years later, he went to Bosnia in 1999.  Army had 
figured out integration by that time.  Huge track record of deployments 
with reservists filling 20-25% of positions.  So with 2 PPCLI in 1999 
work up training was more advanced, six months of training for a six 
month tour.  A lot more sophisticated and helpful.  Battalions were 
under-manned during the Decade of Darkness.  Turned into composite 
battalions because the various elements hadn’t worked together before.  
A unit cobbled together to deploy.  So work up training was important.  
In a perfect world, a full-strength unit wouldn’t need much workup 
training.  In mature theatre of Bosnia, many people he served with had 
previous experience there, during more action-filled times (ie, earlier in 
the 1990s).  It was still a tense place.  Everything was mined.   

47:00 Cyprus was benign and straightforward, with time to “let our hair 
down”, but Bosnia was all work all the time. 

47:45 Never thought of it in terms of degrees of professionalism.  The soldier 
quality was great.  But there was a difference in degrees of readiness.  
“The standing army had great training for its day”.  The post Cold War 
army was less certain of its role, requirements.    

49:15 Responsibilities were simple in Public Affairs—work with Canadian 
media, escort and provide key messaging for international media 
visiting Bosnia.  All about enforcing Dayton Peace Accords.  Had several 
media tours.  One was in middle of refugee crisis.  Spring in the Balkans, 
wet and muddy.  Journalists’ eyes were opened to the refugees’ 
destitution, many of whom were professionals (eg, doctors, lawyers).  
Camps were rudimentary at best.  Journalists focused more on this 
situation than the soldiers’ role in stability operations. 
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51:45 How sophisticated was CF Public Affairs then?  Not very, especially 
since he was an infantry officer deployed in the role.  His approach was 
open, concerned about media’s safety in the environment.  “Find a guy 
to babysit the journalist”.   

52:50 How satisfying was Bosnia tour?  Different environment, still satisfying.  
Can’t compare to command position and the chance to “affect things”.  
As PAO, just another staff officer.  But gratifying to show journalists an 
interesting aspect of the mission.  Wrote a column for the Fredericton 
Daily Gleaner, hometown paper for 2 RCR. 

54:10 Regimental culture?  Different between PPCLI and RCR.  Even 2 RCR, 
with its connection to the Black Watch, is different from 1 RCR.  
Patricia’s are anti-aristocratic cowboys, whereas RCR buy into the 
whole officership thing.  With PPCLI still in Calgary then, everything 
was western-themed.  Some took ceremonial role more seriously than 
others.  In both cases, he quickly got into the battalion mess life of a 
tight family.. 

55:50 Stand out days?  One tour with media was funny.  Had radio 
rebroadcast site on mountain.  At bottom, the caves where Tito had 
caves to hold his air force.  Passageways like in a movie.  Showed 
journalists the mountain, then drove to the top.  The day before they 
were to fly home.  Got snowed in for an extra eight hours, so journalists 
were beside themselves, anxious about catching their flights.  When it 
stopped snowing, they used a BV 206 snow vehicle to head down the 
mountain.  But driver slid it into the side of the mountain accidentally 
(but not over the cliff, the other side).  Rock tore into vehicle through 
its fiberglass side as driver worked to get back on the road/track.  One 
woman reporter was in tears.  Then driver had to stop for another 
reason.  “I think we’re in freefall” said one reporter (it was dark).  All 
the others burst into tears.  “It was quite funny”.  Once finally home, all 
the reporters knelt and kissed the ground for their cameras. 

59:20 Next Bosnian tour he was a liaison officer (LO) for the sector.  The 
Canada-UK-Dutch sector.  His job to help plan operations in their sector 
at the higher (division) headquarters.  The assistant chief of staff of 
operations was then-BGen David Petraeus (US Army).  Focused very 
much on war crimes.  Bosnia was getting back to normal.  Good for the 
psyche, “made you feel you were achieving stuff.”   War crimes focus 
pleased civilians because same people were also criminals, so they 
killed two birds with one stone as they prosecuted them. 

1:01:45 32 nations represented.  Canadians were well-respected to get things 
done, as were US and British.  The ones the force relied on the most.  
Germans and French were respected, but they thought Canadians had 
more experience at peacekeeping.  Officers were astonished that he 
was a Reserve officer, doing the LO task. 

1:03:10 Didn’t get to participate much on the ground, such as the snatching of a 
war criminal, but it was a memorable day.  He was watched in Banja 
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Luka, expected in a café at a certain time.  They planned the operation 
to capture him.  He was captured, along with a hapless person sitting at 
his table in the café.  Soldiers confirmed their identities, and wondered 
what to do with the innocent person. British colonel shook his head, 
told them to fly  him back and “give him a Mars bar.” 
 

1:05;05 Experiences have given him a great deal of confidence as a 
commanding officer and when it comes to conversing with professional 
soldiers.  He loves the fact he’s had some great adventures.   He 
subscribes to “classic liberal arts view of life” and benefit of a range of 
experience, knowledge.  His civilian career benefited.  Gave him a well-
rounded view of life. 

1:06:15 Regrets about not deploying to Afghanistan?  Yes.  Anyone in uniform 
has a burning desire to deploy on interesting operations.  Regrets 
opportunity was not there for him to take.  But he contributed at home 
and is proud of troops who did deploy.  He’s driven to deploy again. 

1:07:05 Soldier deaths in LER?  One of the few topics that hits him hard 
emotionally.  “Guys we lost were quite young… you lose the best and 
brightest… it’s hard on troops, unit, families. Sense of remorse comes 
back at every major milestone. We lost three.  Several others came back 
seriously wounded.  That experience injected a lot of seriousness… a 
level of gravitas at the unit.  We dealt with the after-effects of losing 
soldiers.  Always a somber feeling in unit when this happened.” 

1:08:45 “We have Memorial Cross mothers who are very young.  That’s very 
sad.” 

1:09:10 You join to do stuff when you put on a uniform.  To put on a uniform 
and not deploy, that’s weird.   

1:09:45 Advice for young soldiers?  “I ask them the question, are you ready and 
willing to go into combat?  Not all can answer the question.  But I want 
them to think about it.  And Afghanistan brought this home.  Are you 
willing to deploy?  Why are you in the army?  And if it’s anything other 
than to contribute to goals of army, why are you here?  Not that 
everyone should be noble.  Most, including myself, joined for sense of 
adventure.  Patriotism comes later.” 

 Additional visuals desired: 
--unit funerals, memorial services 

 


